Effects of Amiodarone on Ventricular Excitation associated with the KCNJ2-Linked Short QT Syndrome: Insights from a Modelling Study
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Abstract

Short QT syndrome (SQTS) is associated with ventricular arrhythmias that may lead to cardiac sudden death. However, effective pharmacological treatment for SQTS remains unclear. Amiodarone has emerged as the leading antiarrhythmic therapy for termination and prevention of ventricular arrhythmia in different clinical settings because of its proven efficacy and safety. The aim of this study was to investigate the effects of amiodarone on cardiac excitation of the KCNJ2-linked short QT syndrome. Effects of Kir2.1 D172N mutation-induced changes in I_K1 were incorporated into human ventricular cell and tissue models that considered the intrinsic electrical heterogeneity in the left ventricle. Actions of amiodarone were simulated by implementing a simple block pore theory to simulate the drug’s effects on I_CaL and I_Kr block for several doses. In cellular simulations, current traces of I_Kr and I_CaL and action potential duration of ENDO, M, and EPI cells were simulated in control, mutant, and amiodarone-in-action conditions. In tissue simulations, the pharmacological effects of amiodarone on the characteristics of ECG were examined. This study provides new insights into the pharmacokinetics of amiodarone for treatment of SQT3 under WT-D172N and D172N conditions.

1. Introduction

The short QT Syndrome (SQTS) is a recently identified cardiac disease associated with short QT intervals on the ECG and with an increased risk of malignant ventricular arrhythmias and of sudden cardiac death (SCD) [1-3]. SQT3 is identified as a genetic mutation, in which aspartic acid is replaced by asparagines at position 172 in the Kir2.1 potassium channel [4]. El Harchi et al. [5] have shown the Kir2.1 D172N mutation resulted in preferential augmentation of the outward current. Currently in SQTS patients, the first-line treatment and prophylactic therapy is the use of implantable cardioverter defibrillators (ICDs), which can help to prevent episodes of ventricular fibrillation, but the use of ICDs carries an increased risk of an inappropriate shock discharge by the ICD due to T-wave over-sensing [6,7]. ICDs do not restore the QT interval to its normal duration and are not suitable for the young patients [7]. Therefore, pharmacological therapy may be the primary modality to restore the normal QT interval and protect against arrhythmias [6,8].

At present, due to the scarcity of accurate experimental models of SQT3 and in vitro pharmacological data of SQT3, silico models provide a complementary method to characterize and quantify the effects of channel-blocking drug targeting SQT3 mutation. Amiodarone, class III anti-arrhythmic, is known to prolong the QT interval, and is an effective drug for the treatment of atrial and ventricular arrhythmias in patients for termination and prevention of ventricular arrhythmia in different clinical settings.

In the present computational study, the dose-dependent effects of amiodarone on cardiac electrophysiological properties were examined. Furthermore, the impact of amiodarone on the pseudo-ECG was investigated. Therefore, this study provides a better assessment of the pharmacological effects and adverse effects of amiodarone.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Modelling drug-channel interaction

The effect of drug on blocking an ion channel can be simulated using a blocking factor k that reduces the
maximum conductance of the targeted ion channel. Mathematically, $k$ is expressed as:

$$k = \frac{1}{1 + \left(D \right)^H}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $[D]$ is the drug concentration, $IC_{50}$ is the drug concentration of 50% blockade of the binding site and $nH$ is the Hill coefficient.

To simulate the actions of amiodarone, we used the simple pore block theory, by which the maximal channel conductance of the targeted channel(s) was reduced by various percentages according to the dose of the amiodarone (as shown in Table 1). For example, the channel conductances of $I_{Kr}$ and $I_{CaL}$ were reduced to 42.8 and 85.3%, respectively, for 1 $\mu$M amiodarone [9,10].

Table 1 Reduction of ion channel conductivities (% of original value) due to amiodarone

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amiodarone</th>
<th>7$\mu$M</th>
<th>5$\mu$M</th>
<th>3$\mu$M</th>
<th>1$\mu$M</th>
<th>0.8$\mu$M</th>
<th>0.6$\mu$M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$G_{CaL}$</td>
<td>44.8%</td>
<td>54.4%</td>
<td>65.9%</td>
<td>85.3%</td>
<td>87.6%</td>
<td>90.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_{Kr}$</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
<td>7.7%</td>
<td>15.2%</td>
<td>42.8%</td>
<td>49.1%</td>
<td>60.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. Cardiac models of human ventricular cells

In this section, we used the ten Tusscher, Noble, Noble and Panfilov (TNNP) mathematical models to simulate human ventricular APs [11]. These models reproduce electrical properties and transmural AP heterogeneity of human ventricle. The electrophysiological behavior of a single cell is described as following:

$$\frac{\partial V_m}{\partial t} = -\frac{I_{ion} + I_{stim}}{C_m}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $V_m$ is transmembrane potential, $C_m$ is the membrane capacitance, $I_{stim}$ is the externally applied stimulus current, $t$ is time, $I_{ion}$ is the sum of ionic currents described as in the following equation:

$$I_{ion} = I_{Kr} + I_{Ks} + I_{K1} + I_{Ito} + I_{Na} + I_{pNa} + I_{CaL}$$
$$+ I_{pCa} + I_{NaK} + I_{NaCa} + I_{pCa} + I_{pK} + I_{Nal}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

For the present study, mathematical equations of IK1 were modified for three main situations: WT, WT-D172N and D172N, which are described as follows [12]:

$$I_{k1} = G_{k1} \left[ \frac{x_{k1o} (V - E_k)}{5.4} \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

$$x_{k1o} = \frac{\alpha_{k1}}{\alpha_{k1} + \beta_{k1}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

WT:

$$\alpha_{k1} = \frac{0.07}{1 + e^{-0.017(V-E_{k1}-200.2)}}$$

$$\beta_{k1} = \frac{3e^{-0.0003(V-E_{k1}+100.2)} + e^{0.08(V-E_{k1}-8.7)}}{1 + e^{-0.024(V-E_{k1})}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

$$G_{k1} = 4.8ns / pF$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

WT-D172N:

$$\alpha_{k1} = \frac{0.1}{1 + e^{-0.023(V-E_{k1}-199.9)}}$$

$$\beta_{k1} = \frac{3e^{-0.0002(V-E_{k1}+100.4)} + e^{0.07(V-E_{k1}-9.8)}}{1 + e^{-0.02(V-E_{k1})}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

$$G_{k1} = 6.27ns / pF$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

D172N:

$$\alpha_{k1} = \frac{0.1}{1 + e^{-0.05(V-E_{k1}-199.9)}}$$

$$\beta_{k1} = \frac{3e^{-0.0002(V-E_{k1}+100.1)} + e^{0.08(V-E_{k1}-10.3)}}{1 + e^{-0.006(V-E_{k1})}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

$$G_{k1} = 11.32ns / pF$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

where $G_{k1}$ is the maximal conductance of $I_{k1}$, $x_{k1o}$ is the time-independent inward rectification factor.

2.3. Computing the pseudo-ECG

The pseudo-ECG was calculated as an integral of gradient of membrane potential at all positions in the tissue from a virtual electrode located in the extracellular space used by other studies [12-14], which was described as following:

$$\Phi = \int \frac{D\nabla V_m \cdot \vec{r}}{r^4} dV$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

where $\Phi$ is electrical potential, $V$ is the area of 2D tissue. $\vec{r}$ is the vector from the recording electrode to a point in the tissue. In this study, we placed the virtual electrode in the middle of the model at the left side, 2 cm distance off the cells. 2D model comprised Purkinje fiber region (cells 40 × (1−50)), ventricle region (cells 40 × (51−150)). 2D simulations were carried out in an isotropic domain with $D=0.1$, with a time step of 0.02 ms and a space step of 0.2 mm. These equations were solved using the forward Euler method.

3. Results

At first, in cellular simulations, the impacts of amiodarone on isolated control and SQT3 ventricular cells were investigated. We simulated current traces of $I_{CaL}$ and $I_{Kr}$ in both control and amiodarone-in-action conditions. The time courses of $I_{CaL}$ and $I_{Kr}$ for ENDO, M, and EPI cells in WT, amiodarone-in-action are shown in
Fig. 1. 1μM and 7μM doses of amiodarone effects of ENDO, M, and EPI APs under the KCNJ2-linked short QT syndrome were shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 3 shows APD90 histogram of the different doses of amiodarone on ventricular excitation associated with KCNJ2-linked short QT syndrome. Simulation results suggested that both high- and low- dose of amiodarone did not markedly affect the AP amplitude, resting potential, but significantly altered APD90 under the KCNJ2-linked short QT syndrome condition. As compared to WT condition, amiodarone prolonged action potential slightly in M cells, but insignificantly at low dose in ENDO and EPI cells. The effects of amiodarone on the characteristics of a pseudo-ECG were shown in Fig. 4. In simulations, amiodarone did not change the QRS complex. The high dose of amiodarone shortened the QT interval significantly under both WT-D172N and D172N conditions. However, low dose of amiodarone only shortened the QT interval under D172N condition and did not induce noticeable effect on the QT interval under WT-D172N condition.

4. Discussion

In this study, we delineated the effects of amiodarone on cardiac excitation associated with KCNJ2-linked short QT syndrome using a computational method. For this purpose, different dose-dependent inhibitory effects of amiodarone were integrated into a model of WT and SQT3 ventricular myocytes. The impacts of amiodarone on cardiac electrophysiology and ECGs were investigated. These computational simulations help to better understand the pharmacological effects of amiodarone, which provides new insights into the pharmacokinetics of amiodarone for treatment of SQT3 under WT-D172N and D172N conditions.
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Fig. 2. Plots of action potentials in WT, mutant and amiodarone-in-action conditions

Fig. 3. Histogram comparison of APD90 in WT, mutant and amiodarone-in-action conditions

Fig. 4. Computed pseudo-ECG in WT, mutant and amiodarone-in-action conditions
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